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Publisher's Note

Dan Plan
This year, the month of July featured a couple of really big
shows. One with a long-standing tradition, and a brand
new event. The long-standing event was the World of
Outlaws annual visit to Cedar Lake Speedway. The brand
new event was the Summer Clash 250 at Elko Speedway.
This year marked the 30th annual visit of the World of
Outlaws to Cedar Lake, and quite honestly, that makes me
feel old. Despite my feelings, the show was as good as it
gets with the World of Outlaws. Seeing a veteran like
Slammin’ Sammy Swindell set fast time, wasn’t a surprise
by any means. Hearing people cheer Sammy during the
draw for the dash was somewhat of a surprise for me. Not
that I’m anti-Sammy, but the age old saying of winning too
much may have had an impact on the boos from the crowd
years ago. Now that he’s a wily-old veteran, I think some of
the newer fans are genuinely pleased to see the old-guard
run well.
Things didn’t go all that will for Sammy after time trials. A
roll-over in the dash and a seventh place finish in the main
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event rounded out the evening for one of the original
Outlaws.
The 2010 champion for the World of Outlaws, Jason
Meyers, picked up his first win of the year, and first ever
win at Cedar Lake. You just can’t beat hearing World of
Outlaws announcer Johnny Gibson saying his catch
phrase; “You
wanted the
best, you got
‘em, four
abreast, often
imitated, never
duplicated, the
greatest show
on dirt, the
World of
Outlaws.”

Doug Hornickel photo

Racing According
to Plan

Big Races

The next night
we made our
way to Elko
Speedway for
the $10,000.00
to win Summer
Clash. We sure
hope this
becomes an
annual event.
The Touring
Stars of the
ASA Midwest Tour were out in force, and it’s always a
treat to see a big show less than 30-minutes from home.
The Holzhausen name has been a big part of racing in our
area for many years, and it was another upset win on the
tour, as young Skylar Holzhausen topped all other
competitors at the end of the night. We’ve spent many
years watching Steve Holzhausen run around on the local
tracks, and this win was another feel-good moment for the
tour and racing in general. We need more of those these
days.
It’ also not very often that the winner of the weekend’s
main event also sings the National Anthem. The neat part

continued on page 7
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
No one really asked me, but…
Why were there only 27 cars for the big $10,000 to win
ASA Midwest Tour race at Elko Speedway, Elko, MN. July
8-9? I would have thought a number of outsiders would
have taken a shot at a payday we seldom see in asphalt
short track racing. As it turns out if you showed up you
were in the show and guaranteed the $1,100 starting
money. Skylar Holzhausen was glad he made it as he took
home the 250 lap win and a cool $10,000. It’s reported his
hometown of Bangor, WI., is still rockin’…How did things
get so out of hand at tracks that everyone is selling their
own tires and spending thousands of dollars on impound
buildings to insure no one can cheat? What happened to
being able to use tires you raced at other tracks, same
compound and all, so traveling at least once in awhile could
take place? No wonder fields continue to dwindle at
speedways hosting the Super Late Model Division, who
can afford that!…If NASCAR decides to have a
competition yellow at 30 laps of a race as they did at
Kentucky recently do fans get a % of their ticket purchased
back? After all that’s only fair since they weren’t really

Dale's Picture from the past

#70 Jerry Smith pavement car in 1973. Smith was
one driver that fared quite well crossing over and
racing on pavement although the wins on dirt
surfaces in North Eastern Wisconsin occurred
more frequently. Known as “Medina” Smith for
his hometown of Medina, WI., to differentiate
between another racing Smith, Jerry (J.J.) Smith
also from that area.

racing up to that point and the
yellow flag was not due to an
incident, weather, or of course
the now you see it now you
don’t infamous debris…The
worst thing a dirt track can do is
run its top billed attraction last
when the track is worn out and
one groove. Many spend 45
minutes to an hour farming the
track which sometimes helps,
then run four support division
features before the main again
wearing it out. Most do it this
way and the only thing I can
figure is they are trying to sell
more hotdogs and beer, because
obviously this is not what fans
come to see, right?…La Crosse
Fairgrounds Speedway, West
Salem, WI., ran their normal full
program of racing here on a recent Saturday night
which included driver intros and a novelty event in
2 hours and 25 minutes. They do have full fields of
cars in 3-5 divisions as well. They also draw
between 2,000-3,000 fans on a weekly basis. This is
what fans come to see, continuous racing,
right?...In the what’s in a name category pertaining
to creating fan interest, why would you list a
racing division as limited? Limited Sprints. Limited
Late Models. How exciting is that! If I’m looking to
attend an event those titles aren’t doing much to
entice me to the show. Same with B Mods or
Economy Mods. That’s down the list in the
alphabet from A Mod so it can’t be too good,
right? Micro anything. Micro as in microscopic?
That means I won’t be able to see it without the use of
special equipment? Mini anything isn’t much better unless
it’s mini-donuts which I really enjoy! Perception people,
create excitement with your racing divisions. Might as well
say slow cars going in a circle if you’re going to go this
type of division naming route…Apparently the dirt World
is suffering through tire softening issues as well. One of
Wisconsin’s favorites, Jimmy Mars was questioned for that
after a recent $30,000 win. Was even reportedly subjected
to a lie detector test on the issue. A lie detector test, is that
legal? I think we’ve definitely crossed the reason and
sanity line here, but where there’s that much money it was
bound to happen I guess. Maybe it’s time to put a claim on
tires and let the racers have at it as NASCAR has done.
Wait a minute, have at it isn’t working in NASCAR so it
probably won’t work here either!..Speaking of NASCAR is
it just me or has the value of the Nationwide Series been
totally diminished? What little identity it had is gone
especially with Kyle Busch or other Cup drivers winning
everything…It took me a long time to find the various track
results I was looking for here recently on the internet. Talk
about labor intensive. Some of what I found was dated from
2 years ago! It was always so nice to find it all in a racing
publication(s)…Conservative, Liberal, Tea Party, Protest
Candidate, Transparency, enough already of the titles and
terms. How about compromise, compromise and
compromise some more for a better Country representing
the people that voted you in. Not sure where that came
from in a racing column…OK, so what deems this scribe the
knowledgeable or even expert on all these topics. Well, no
one really asked me, but…

Here and there…
With two 20 lap Features contested at La Crosse
Fairgrounds July 16th during the Fair the points battle at La
Crosse Fairgrounds changed once again. J. Herbst is now

Nick Clements 2011 Late Model (above) and
2008 Sportsman car (below)

back in front just barely, after winning one of the 20 lap
events. It was also his 3rd of the year here. Brent Kirchner
got himself back in the hunt with his 3rd win in the second
20 lapper…Good to see long time competitor Tim Nelson
get a hard earned 3rd place finish in the 2nd 20 while relative
newcomer Jes Tenner scored a career best with a 5th place
finish in that race…Some ex-racers have a hard time staying
away from the racetrack. Kevin Nuttleman could be found
manning a 50/50 booth here during Fair week racing… Nick
Clements got it right this time. The Rookie NASCAR Late
Model driver at La Crosse Fairgrounds won the Feature
July 9th at the track and was legal. A ride height issue
negated a good finish in an earlier event but that wasn’t
going to happen again!...Good to see Caledonia, MN.,
Sportsman driver Rob Mason pick up the feature win here
at Lax July 9th. Mason who has numerous dirt tracks in
close proximity to where he lives instead has chosen paved
racing. It paid off with a big win here tonight…Ralph
Cottone who picked up a win in a Sportsman race recently
has announced this will be his last year racing. Ralph has
been at it a long time but of course we have heard drivers
say these things before!
Quote of the column. “My parents weren’t here to see me
win they’re in Alaska, that stinks, so now I’ll just have to
do it again.” Nick Clements comment after winning the
feature at La Crosse Fairgrounds.
Back on this date in 1971 it was Marv Marzofka, Nekoosa,
WI., winning the 20 lap Feature at La Crosse Interstate
Speedway of West Salem, WI. The #91 of Marzofka was
followed by #99 Larry Behrens and #57 Larry Anderson.
The Semi-Feature winner was #13 Don Grant with heat wins
going to #36 Fred Beckler, #8 Lyle Nabbefeldt and
Anderson. Trophy Dash winner was Rich Somers.
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The Inside Dirt

Stan Meissner
The Cedar Lake World of Outlaws show was moved to
Friday night this year preceding the annual Firecracker
which took place the following night. I decided to take in
both events as I have done in the past with the only
change being that I opted not to camp at the track due to
personal obligations. The Friday scheduling worked out
great for Sprint Car fans as Knoxville regulars Brian Brown,
Danny Lasoski, Lynton Jeffrey, Mark Dobmeier and Davey
Heskin were able to join the field. Sammy Swindell who is
not running a full World of Outlaws schedule paced the
field with a quick time of 11.226 seconds. Local racers
Brooke Tatnell and Brad Barickman along with IRA regulars
Bill Balog and Wayne Modjeski took advantage of the off
weekend for the IRA to follow the Outlaws through
Wisconsin. 2010 MSA Champion Kurt Davis was behind
the wheel of Ron Wuiff’s 1h for the weekend to fill out the
twenty seven car field.
Donnie Schatz and Jason Meyers are having a rock ‘em
sock ‘em duel in the Outlaw point standings so far this
season. Meyers won the Cedar Lake Feature with Knoxville
points leader and former Outlaw Danny Lasoski finishing
second and the King Steve Kinser scoring a third place
podium finish. Meyers win briefly put him in the points lead
but Donny Schatz took it back by a slim margin of three
points with a win at the Brad Doty Classic at Lima, Ohio on
July 13. Local favorite Craig Dollansky is tied for the most
series wins at five with Steve Kinser. On this night Craig
clawed his way into the Feature via the B Main but was
involved in a backstretch altercation and fought his way
back up to eleventh place by the time the checkers waved.
Other upper Midwest favorites in the A Main included
Donny Schatz finishing sixth, Mark Dobmeier tenth, Brooke
Tatnell fifteenth Bill Balog twenty first and Davey Heskin
twenty fifth. Balog had planned on following the WoO to

Beaver Dam but opted out after
sustaining damage in the backstretch
incident.
Support divisions included the
NASCAR Midwest Modifieds and a
UMSS Traditional Sprint Car
exhibition Heat and Feature. As
usual the Midwest Modifieds came
out in force with Robbie Franklin
taking the win. This was my first
opportunity to see the UMSS
Traditional Sprints and I was quite
impressed with their performance.
Nobody knew what to expect with
the limited engines combined with
the heavier weight requirements and
I was pleasantly surprised. Johnny
Parsons III won their Feature and in
spite of there only being six cars
there was plenty of slicing and dicing. The Traditional
Sprints will be one of the featured classes when the
Kopellah Speedway reopens as the St. Croix Valley
Speedway. After several delays due to legal red tape the
track is due to open with a UMSS winged show on Friday
July 29. Much work remains to be done on the facility in a
short time so check the UMSS website at umsprints.com for
the latest information on the
projected opening. The UMSS is
scheduled to appear at Cedar
Lake the following night so there
should be a good field of cars for
both.

Stan Meissner photo
the weather this season. The April event was a complete
wash and the July Dirt Nationals was greeted by some of
the most brutal conditions of the summer. Thursday July 14
had everyone watching the weather resulting in too few
cars showing up to conduct a racing program. Friday’s
combined IRA UMSS Sprint Car show was washed out by
a deluge of biblical proportions that flooded the entire
infield of the track. Rain finally moved out of the area by

Next up on my vacation racing
schedule was the Cedar Lake
Firecracker which took place the
following evening. I spent the
2010 season chasing Sprint Cars
so it had been over a year since
my last Cedar Lake weekly show.
My first observation was that the
car counts and quality of their
weekly racing is still the best in
the area but a few familiar cars
and drivers from seasons past
were not present. Most notable
Stan Meissner photo
was the absence of Pat Doar,
Steve Laursen and Mike
Nutzmann in the Late Model division. Doar is making a run
Saturday but fans and racing teams faced temperatures in
for the World of Outlaws Late Model series Rookie of the
the nineties combined with high humidity. The Elko
Year title, Laursen is racing a limited special events
Speedway did a great job of getting the track in shape for
schedule and Nutzmann’s season is in a temporary holding racing and getting the Saturday portion of the show in the
pattern. I found that car counts were down somewhat as is
books.
the case with all tracks and series but there was still a good
field of cars and the racing was excellent.
Three time IRA champion Bill Balog detonated an engine in
hot laps causing the team to miss time trials and forcing
Elko dirt track racing hasn’t been able to catch a break from them to tag the back of their Heat. Balog fought back for a
well deserved eighth place finish. Scott Biertzer somehow
found a way to tame a track softened by monsoons and
won the IRA Feature. Greg Bakker finished second, Mike
Reinke third, Scotty Neitzel fourth and Travis Whitney had
a strong run finishing fifth. Brooke Tatnell had a tough
night but fought his way back up to tenth while another
local racer Brad Barickman took fifteenth.
The UMSS winged Sprint Car Feature was a dandy with
Jerry Richert Jr. leading most of the race before
surrendering the lead to Chris Graf in the closing stages.

The Inside Dirt continued on page 13
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We were wondering how come these guys
don't have to follow the rules? We guess life's
lesson continue to be learned even at the race
track. It's just like when we were kids.
"Do as I say, not as I do."
Disclaimer: No race track officials were
harmed in the taking of this photograph

Get your copy of MRC delivered to your home.
Yearly subscriptons just $20.
Mail this form with check or money order to;
The Midwest Racing Connection
P.O
.O.. Box 22111
St. Paul, MN 55122
Name:
Address:
City:
State/Zip:

952-445-2257
Friday, July 29
Friday Night Destruction - ABHE &
Svoboda presents Figure 8’s, Flagpole
Race, Thunder V8’s, Flyers, Legends,
Bandeleros “Plus Dukes Jump #2”
7:30pm
Saturday, July 30
Twisted Koncept
Car Club Auto Show
8:30am -7:00pm

Upcoming events
Sunday, July 31
NASCAR Event* Presented by Cars for
Courage plus Kids Rides6:00pm
Saturday, August 6
NOS Energy Drift Series FREE Admission
1:00pm

Sunday, August 7
NASCAR Event* presented by Canterbury Park.
On Track School Bus Rides
6:00pm
Friday, August 12
Friday Night Destruction presented by Waste
Management Inc. & Specialty Staff Inc. plus “Fire
Safety Night” Figure 8’s, Flagpole Race, Thunder
V8’s, Flyers, Flat Track Motorcycles & Green
Mamba Jet Car!
7:30pm

www.goracewaypark.com
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GREAT RACING ACTION EVERY
SATURDAY!
NASCAR RACING SATURDAY
NIGHTS Through SEPT. 3rd
•Late Models • Sportsmen • Thunderstox
• Hornets • Outlawz • Novelty Races
Plus on selected nights: Trailer Races
• Monster Trucks • Roll Over Contests
• T-Bone Crashes and More!

STREET DRAGS
Friday Night

LaCrosse Fairgrounds Speedway

Street Drags - Race your own vehicle
on the second Friday of the Month

www.streetdragslax.com

RACE
WEEKEND

STARRING:
ASA Midwest Tour Super Late Models
• Big-8 Late Models
• “Dick Trickle 99” Super Late Models •
The Futures Super Late Models
•AND MANY MORE!
Over 15 different divisions.. JOIN US IN THE FUN!

OCTOBER 6-7-8-9, 2011

Publishers Note from page 3
of Skylar winning was their team was just about out of funds to
complete the season. The win put enough money into the coffers to
keep Skylar on the tour, and hopefully contend for the Rookie of the
Year award.
Miscellaneous News and Notes:
I know this is starting to sound like a broken record, but Ted
Reuvers and Brent Kane caught our attention once again. These two
went toe-toe during the ASA Midwest Tour Sportsman event at
Elko. The race was run in honor of the late Jerry Thomsen, and we
couldn’t think of a better way to honor Jerry than having two drivers
battle side-by-side to the checkered flag. This time, Reuvers came
out on top, with Kane less than a car-length behind, after leading the
majority of the race.
We had hopes of putting together a stretch of 5 races in 5 days, but
were interrupted once again by Mother Nature. While we could have
driven another 30 minutes or so to the Gopher 50 (won by Josh
Richards), we opted to take in the Dodge County Fair. I’m doing my
best to provide a wide variety of entertainment for my family. My
wife got to see a county fair that she has never been to before, and
our son had the chance to sit in a covered grandstand at a
fairgrounds race track. Not many covered grandstands left at race
tracks these days, and boy would they be nice with the rain and the
heat we’ve had this year. While I personally would have opted for
the Gopher 50, I’ve learned that it’s good to keep peace on the home
front. I got to see a race, the wife got to look at animals and prize
winners, and I was home and in bed by 10:30. Not a bad night in my
books.

www.oktoberfestraceweekend.com
N4985 Cty Rd M • West Salem, WI • 54669

608.786.1525
I-90 Exit 12 - Located at intersection of
Hwy 16 & Cty Rd M

Gopher 50 winner Josh Richards
Rick Blewett photo

www.lacrossespeedway.com

Steve Holzhausen at Elko Speedway in 1982
Bruce McClain photo

Coming in the next issue of

www.racingonline.com

USA Nationals
Preview
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In The Drivers Seat

Jeff Storm
Doug Hornickel photos

you don’t like the place, at least you
don’t have to see it again for another
year.

How did you get your start in
racing?
I started racing in 1988. Back then, I
was a kid and watched it on TV and
thought it looked cool. The little
track down by me, Lake Geneva,
was running a Street Stock
division. We built one of them and
I’ve been hooked every since.

In doing our Jeff Storm research for this
interview, we saw that you were once
teammates with Dick Trickle. How did
this come about?
That happened around 2000 or 2001
when I was driving for Jerry Gunderman.
That (driving for Gunderman) was
probably the highlight of my racing
career. That was my job, I got to drive for
a living and work on race cars all of the
time. Jerry had a couple of cars and knew
Dick very well. They put together a deal
with a sponsor to run at I-70 in Missouri
and Elkhart Lake. I tell you what, that was
some cool times. He is a smart man.

What are your memories of Lake
Geneva now that it’s been gone for
a while?
Oh man, we used to have a lot of
fun down there. Our highlight there
was probably in around 1991. We
ran a Sportsman car there and I
believe we won 14 of 18 features
that year. Just the camaraderie and

all the guys.
It was a half
hour from
the house,
so a lot of
friends
would come
out and we
would have
a lot of fun
afterwards.
Did the
closing of
Lake
Geneva
lead to your
touring

"I tell you what, that was some cool times.
He is a smart man."
Jeff Storm regarding being a teammate
to the legendary Dick Trickle
more, or did you start before the track closed?
Well, my daughter was born in 1992 and I took
part of that year off. Then they outlawed my
Camaro in the Sportsman division. I built a Mid
American car over that winter and started
touring with them in 1993.
Is there one thing you enjoy more about
traveling, versus running for points on a weekly
basis?
Probably the best thing I like about traveling is;
if you’re at a race track where you’re terrible, and

What do you enjoy about being one of
the ASA Midwest Tour Touring Stars?
Probably the work and effort it took to
become a Touring Star. This year, we are having a godawful year, I mean just terrible. Being a Touring Star,
gives us an extra provisional, which we’ve had to lean
on one of them already this year. The recognition goes
a long way. I’ve raced with these guys for a lot of
years, so now we’re all together.
What is your favorite racing memory?
My favorite racing memory probably goes back into
around 1998 or 1999 at Lake Geneva’s Fall Classic. We
ran door-to-door with Al Schill. I beat him for the win
by a fender for the win.
What are your goals for 2011?
Win, that’s it just win.
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CEDAR VIEW
ELECTRIC, INC.
952-469-2100
New Construction - Remodel - Service Work
Pools/Hot Tubs - Basements - Additions
Residential & Commercial

Lakeville, MN

www.cedarviewelectic.com
Follow us on facebook. Just search for The Midwest Racing Connection
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Photo Gallery

Ted Reuvers and Brent Kane. Need we say any more?
Doug Hornickel photo

Dan and Wayne Lensing in victory lane
Jeff Blaser photo

First-time winner Nick Clements
Mary Schill photo

Three Bandolero wins for James Wenzel
Martin DeFries photo

Bill "The Hacksaw" Woodworth back in victory lane
Martin DeFries photo

Pro-Stock winner Lyle Archambeau
Stan Meissner photo
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Are there any laws against burning a checkered flag?
Scott Swenson photo

Modified winner Jason Gross
Stan Meissner photo

Sportsman winner Rob Mason
Mary Schill photo

Short Tracker winner Zach Rodriguez
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Bomber winner Shawn Evans
Martin DeFries photo

Brett McCoy in victory lane with trophy in hand
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
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Going in
Circles

By Charlie Spry
We started off another weekend of fine racing action at the
Columbus 151 Speedway on Friday night, July 8. Another
hot and sweltering day, the evening turned a bit more
pleasant as the sun went down.
Bandit racer Ed “The Image” Klug had a new car out
tonight. He recently purchased the car from Rick Fry. Ed
has had his own share of problems with other cars, as an
earlier car he had raced this year decided to go through no
less than three engines in a short period of time, leading to
little racing being accomplished, but plenty of frustration.
“The car is pretty much as purchased,” Said Ed. “I
changed tire pressures from what Rick ran, but that is about
it. I haven’t even set the toe on it or anything. It seems
like it will be a pretty good car, I got a good deal on it, and
I’m happy!” Ed finished second in his heat and finished
well in the feature in his debut with the machine.
Mark Miller had his late model out for the first time this
year. “I am trying to sell it, and there are a couple of guys
looking at it, and it looks a lot faster going around the track
than just sitting in the garage,” Said Mark. Having issues
with the starter early on, they got that problem corrected so
that he could race. Mark has always had good equipment,
so I’m sure it would be a good car for any prospective
buyer.
Randy Breunig was on hand helping Mark out. Randy has
been behind the wheel of the very quick JRC Enterprises
sportsman car this year both here and at Jefferson, but is
currently sidelined while they wait for pistons for their
engine. Not one to just sit idle, Randy reports that they
have been working on chassis tweaks to make the car even
better upon their return, something that competitors in this
division at both tracks probably don’t want to hear. A
good car like this with a good driver like Randy really
brings about success, so look out for this team when they
return!
Ron Bishofberger took the late model feature win tonight,
with Nick Wendt right behind. A lapped car caused some
tenuous moments for Ron, but it all worked out and he got
the win. The points race between these two will be
interesting.
Alex Lee won his second career street stock feature here
tonight, and Jeremy Bredeson won his first in the Bandit
division. Andy Raley blew away the field in the hobby
stock division, and John Von Allmen won his first Backup
division feature of the season. The Jefferson International
cars were a guest division tonight, with an improved car
count over their last appearance. Ten cars were on hand
tonight. The man to beat in this division all year has been
Kyle Stark, and he started out looking like it would be so
again tonight, but he tried a three wide maneuver that
didn’t work, brushing the wall and causing enough damage

to take him out of the running. This opened the door for
Kyle Smith to lead the whole way and get the feature win in
a minor upset.
The next night we took a trip north to the Marshfield Motor
Speedway, for the running of the second round of the
Yellow River Racing Series for the super lates. Matt Tifft
was the winner of the first round of the series over a month
ago, but the Ohioan was not present this time. Jason
Weinkauf was behind the wheel of the VanDerGeest
machine tonight and took the feature win over Chad Selk.
Jason had a different car here for the last round, finishing
second to Tifft, but at any rate, this looks to be his series
and really, anywhere he runs, he is always a threat to win.
There are now three different divisions of four cylinder
racing here, the Bandit class, the Midwest Mod fours,
which are really the Wausau cars with their corresponding
rules, and the CWMSA four cylinders, the most
established and long -running group here. Many drivers
with many different forms of racing experience. Paul Berg
was present for the first time tonight in the CWMSA class,
taking a heat and feature win. Paul also has extensive
experience in road racing. Phil Malouf won the MM4
feature, and I would have “bet the farm” that he would
have won this race before it was ever run. You see, he was
the only car to show in this class, so while he ran with the
CWMSA cars, he was in his own division, and literally
could not lose! Just for good measure, he passed the
whole field anyway. He has possibly raced at the most
tracks of anyone in four cylinder racing in the state, as he
goes everywhere to get more racing in.
Not to be outdone, is the past experience of Bandit racer
Harry Bell. Harry has competed extensively for many years
in demolition derbies, and Johnny Lightning even has made
a 1:64th scale replica of one of his demo cars from years
ago, a white Chevy wagon. He showed me the replica, and
pics of the real car, and it is really cool! How many people
get a big company to do a likeness of their cars? Now, I
have to try to find one of them somewhere! Harry also
raced in the Bomber and street stock type classes back in
the 1980’s up until about 1990 at Wausau, then gave it all
up for several years until his son bought him the current
Bandit car and said, “Go have some fun!” And he is! He
swapped the lead tonight with Tim Anderson, with
Anderson ultimately getting the win.
Another driver who is racing in the four cylinders here with
some different kinds of racing experience is Christine
Schmude. Chris is in her third year of oval racing, having
started in the Junkyard Warrior (6 cylinder division). This
is a team that tries to have fun racing, but not drop huge
amounts of money into their cars, and that is good to see.
Chris also does some oval track ice racing, ice rallies, and
also some rallies on pavement with a $500 Cavalier Z24,
which seems to have a humbling effect on some of the high
dollar machinery she goes up against! Chris is a very
capable driver who just wants to have fun. That, folks,
should be everyone’s objective in this! As far as racing
here, she has a car she runs with the CWMSA group, and
also a car to run in the Bandit class when the CWMSA is
not racing.
Ryan Hinner once again swept the super stock events of
the night, and Steve Kasten took the motorcycle feature
event for these riders. It is crazy seeing motorcycles racing
on a half-mile paved track, and they do an outstanding job!
The following Friday we were back at Columbus once
again. Enjoyed a chat with late model veteran Ron
Bishofberger. Ron would have to be considered one of the
premier racers in southern Wisconsin, and has been

throughout his career. He said that he was recently asked
how many feature wins he has, and could only guess. The
number he gave me is probably actually a little low, as he
has won many at Columbus, Jefferson, and Madison. He
has always been a top runner wherever, and even in his
“off years” was still a threat to win. This kind of
consistency leads to many feature wins. He has been
winning since he started racing, saying, “I started back in
1975, when Jefferson added a new division, kind of like a
hobby stock. The next year they bumped that up to the
new late model division, and I know I won several that
year.” He has been winning ever since, and does it with
nice, clean and smooth driving.
Joel Soenksen won the late model feature tonight, his first
career at this track in this division. He does have one street
stock feature win to his credit here as well, and also raced
mini-stocks years ago. A couple of weeks ago Joel told me
“I’ve started on the pole three times now and have not
won. The crew is going to disown me if I let it happen
again.” He didn’t, as he had control the whole way.
Last week Alex Lee won the street stock feature here, and
this week his brother, Kameron did the same, getting his
first career. Lapped cars were causing some havoc, leading
to the black flag finally being displayed. This was the only
division with any problems tonight, as the whole show was
run off quickly, with a few raindrops coming from the sky
on occasion.
The hobby stocks had a nice field of cars on hand, with
Wayne Bucks winning the event, jumping out to a huge
lead as the pack battled behind him and lost ground. Once
Steven Sauer broke free, he quickly tracked the leader
down, but couldn’t make the pass.
The Schmidt bothers, Dave and Nick scored a one-two
finish in the Bandit feature, and Andy Ward Jr. won the
backup feature. Also making an appearance tonight were
the Wisconsin Sport Trucks, who normally race at WIR.
They put on a good show, with Kyle Quella taking the win.
Saturday night we took in the show at Jefferson
Speedway. This was “alumni night,” with homage paid to
past drivers from the track. Late model racer Jason
Erickson and Yelk Motorsports paid tribute to a couple
of drivers who raced at the track who are no longer with us
by numbering their car with a 24 for Pat Schauer and a 70
on the other side for Lyle Phillips. A nice tribute!
Talked with late model racer Steve Dobbratz tonight.
“Dobie” is a consistent front runner and usually near or at
the top in points. This year finds him currently in third
place in the standings, but he is looking for improvement.
“Last year, it seemed the car got better as the race went on,
and this year it isn’t. I don’t really know what the problem
is, we are on a little bit different tire, and that might be part
of it, but not all. We’re working on that to get better.”
Dobie is also proud of his efforts to set fast qualifying time
each week, as it usually comes down to he or Jason
Erickson, with someone else occasionally doing it. “We try
real hard to set fast time each week, and I’m proud of that,”
Said Dobie. This week his car did seem to stay strong
throughout the feature event, with a fourth place finish.
(And fast time).
Tyler James led the feature from start to finish, and last
week Shaun Scheel had been the ”stalkee,” as he had led
late in the race, only to be passed at the end. This week
Shaun was the “stalker,” as he dogged James the whole

continued on page 13
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Going In Circles from page 12
way, but could never quite get past. Good run for both, as
well as third place Dylan Schuyler. Is “stalkee” a real
word?
Nice to see Mike Lambert get his first career feature win in
the International class. The young driver is quiet and not
an “in-your-face” kind of guy at all, but goes out and gets
the job done with good sportsmanship. He has been close
to winning before, but something always happened or
someone passed him at the end for the win, but not tonight,
as he made a nifty pass for the lead and was untouched the
rest of the way. “Only took three years” He said afterward,
with a big grin on his face! He also set fast time for the
evening.

Talked with sportsman driver Jay Kalbus as well. Jay is
back racing weekly at Jefferson after racing in a touring
series last year. “We decided to stay closer to home and
have some fun this year,” Said Jay. He is a hard runner
who has a knack of finding his way to the front of the field
wherever he races. Point leader Jason Thoma took the win
in this division tonight, with Jay finishing second.

The Inside Dirt from page 5

Other winners of the night were Jim Tate Jr. in the hobby
stocks, Heather Stark in Bandits (clean sweep), and Scott
Pauls in the Road Warriors.

The Midwest Racing Connection salutes James Swan. In addition to picking up a weekly Saturday night main event
at Rockford Speedway, Swan has a Mid-Am win in the Duel at The Dells and a Big-8 win in the King of the High
Banks at Slinger Super Speedway.

Mark Melchiori photos

Dan Wheeler and David Swearingen battle for position
during the Dirt Nationals at Elko Speedway

Stan Meissner photo
Tony Norem and Andy Jones were also in the mix. This
one turned out to be probably the most exciting race of
the weekend from my vantage point. The UMSS cars
were fighting some soft spots in the turns caused by the
rain that made controlling Sprint Cars look more like
bronc riding.
My upcoming racing schedule for the next issue of MRC
is still subject to change so I won’t make a firm
commitment in these pages. I’m planning on attending
the Summer Sprint Special at Cedar Lake on July 30 for
sure. Other possible stops might include one of the Dart
Challenge Series events, Car Craft Summer Nationals at
the Fairgrounds and the Kouba Memorial at North
Central on July 23. I’ll see you at the races!

Dirt Nationals Thrills and Spills

Martin DeFries photos
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Biertzer, Brockhouse, Graf and Wheeler lead winners at Elko “Dirt Nationals”
By Jim Burns
Jacy Norgaard photos
After two days of rain and cancellations, the drivers, fans
and Elko Speedway officials were greeted with a hot, humid
sunny day for an abbreviated version of the “Dirt
Nationals”, but the racing was well worth waiting for as
both the IRA 410 Sprints and UMSS 360 Sprints put on
exciting feature races, but some of the best action of the
night came in the Elko Modifieds where defending
divisional champion Dan Wheeler of Columbia Heights
held off Prior Lake’s Tucker Breitung for the hard fought
win.
Wheeler began the 20 lap main on the outside of the
second row and quickly ducked under Breitung for second
and began his pursuit of leader Kylie Kath. As Kath and
Wheeler tried to distance themselves from the 17 car grid,
Dave Swearingen and Ryan Schluesner worked under
Dagan Heim to join the top five, before Wheeler caught and

passed Kath for the point on lap
five. Once in the lead, Wheeler
overcame four cautions and a late
run by Breitung who had slid by
the outside of Kath on lap 10 to
earn the win, with Schluesner
charging home to edge Kath for a
top three finish.
In the Legends, the drivers were
competing in a “National
Qualifying” race and 2010 Dirt
Masters divisional National
Champion Tim Brockhouse put the
field on notice early in the evening
as he dominated his heat and
through the luck of the inversion
was on the point when the green
flew. Brockhouse quickly took
advantage of his pole position as
he quickly distanced himself from
the 21 car starting grid and despite
a persistent challenge from Jon
Lewerer looked to be headed for
the checkers. But something was
changing and that was the runnerup position as Matt Hendreckson
charged by Lewerer on lap 11 and
set his sights on the leader. Over
the final nine markers, Hendreckson
closed on Brockhouse and ducked
to the outside of the leader exiting
turn four, but Brockhouse slid back
underneath for the win by inches.

continued on page 17

Hensel, Gustin and Olson Top Triple Crown at Cedar Lake Speedway
Vince Peterson photos
Adam Hensel topped the main event during the Triple
Crown Event at Cedar Lake Speedway over Ashley
Anderson and Jake Redetzke. Earlier in the evening, Hensel
set a new track record for the NASCAR Late Models,
turning a quick time of 13.472 seconds.
Redetzke would lead the first half of the race, and an epic
battle ensued between Redetzke, Hensel and Anderson as
they worked their way through lapped traffic. Hensel took
the lead, and went on to the $3,000 payday. Heat race wins
went to Redetzke, Nick Herrick and Rick Egersdorf
Ryan Gustin, “The Reaper”, held up to his reputation and
worked his way through the field to win the USMTS 40-lap
main event over Mike Steensma and Jason Hughes. Local
driver, Brent Larson was the highest finishing weekly

competitor in seventh position.
The USMTS main event had a violent crash near the
end of the 40-lap main event, which saw Blooming
Prairie's Tommy Myer roll over several times. All
drivers involved in the incident were OK, the same
could not be said for their cars.
Heat race wins were captured by Happy, Texas
resident Rodney Sanders, Craig Thatcher, Corey
Dripps and Larson.
Flyin’ Ryan Olson picked up his fifth feature win of the
year in the Midwest Modifieds over Jake Miller and
Erik Herbison. Midwest Modified heat races were won
by Olson, Jeremy Kerzman, Jason Haugerud and Jason
VandeKamp.
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Gille Glides to Victory Lane as His Midseason Surge Continues at Rockford
By Jordan Kuehne
Jerry Gille’s at it again; the two-time Stanley Steemer NASCAR Late Model champion is piecing
together another customary midseason surge behind a dominant fast time, an easy dash win, and
a break that at the midway point of the 30-lap main event that enabled the veteran to roll to a
convincing victory tonight.
After a caution at the halfway mark allowed Gille to escape lapped traffic, he zoomed to the front
on the restart and got around his brother, Tom, before cruising to his third trophy of the season.
The triumph slashed Jerry Gille’s deficit in the points standings as the veteran continues to apply
pressure to top dog Ryan Carlson.
An exciting Budweiser American Short Trackers feature saw Brett McCoy cashing in on some
karmic bonds as the former champ held off a hard charging George Sparkman for the win just days
after performing the ultimate good deed. Doug Bennett’s perseverance paid off on the way to his
second Bargain Hunter Sportsman victory of the season while Howie Ware cruised to the
winner’s circle in the Mtn Dew RoadRunners headliner.
Jerry Gille races hard on the inside to overtake the # 39 of Tim Sargent.
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Jimmy Ambruoso photos
Top photo; Howie Ware cruised to the winner’s circle in
the RoadRunner headliner.
Middle photo; Stanta paid a visit to victory circle for
Doug Bennett as he won the 25-lap Sportsman feature.
Bottom photo; Brett McCoy is all smiles as he proudly
displays his winning trophy.
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Kids Bike Races Highlight Hot Night at Raceway Park
Martin DeFries photos
The annual Kids Bike races recently took place at Raceway Park in Shakopee. On a night that featured
oppressive heat, with temperatures nearing 100 degrees, the kids took their turn on the track. Feature
winners for the night included Adam Royle, Brent "The Freight Train" Kane, Justin Kochevar, Andy
Benhardus and Danny Johnson. Full race results unavailable at time of publication.

Herbst, Kirchner Take Twin 20’s
By: Ashley Iwanski
Bruce Nuttleman photos
J. Herbst was able to fend off Todd Korish to win the first
of two 20-lap feature races for the Kwik Trip NASCAR Late
Models. In the second feature, Brent Kirchner jumped out
to the front of the field to take the checkered flag after
starting on the inside of Tim Schendel for a one-lap
shootout.
In the first race, Korish started second and jumped to the
lead as pole sitter Tony Leis fell back through the field. On
the second lap Matthew Henderson spun out in turn two
bringing out a caution and Herbst was able to restart on the
bumper of Korish.
Herbst quickly stuck the nose of his car on the inside of
Korish in hopes of taking the lead on the inside of turn
four, and it worked. Herbst got past Korish but had a hard
time shaking him from his bumper.
Meanwhile, Tim Schendel was moving through the field
and at the half-way point took the fourth position from
Mike Carlson. On the final lap Herbst and Korish were
nose-to-tail running first and second; and Schendel was
racing side-by-side with Tony Bagstad for third.
As Herbst crossed the finish line for the win, Schendel
pulled a sling shot move around Bagstad to finish third.
Korish took second and Bagstad fourth.
In the second race, Jes Tenner started second and got a
jump on the green flag to lead the first lap. Tenner was able

to hold onto that lead as Kirchner was moving
through the field at lightning speed, passing two
cars at a time.
Kirchner jumped from fifth to third at the half-way
point around Schendel and Cole Howland. Three
laps later Kirchner passed his last two cars of the
race when he shot around Tim Nelson and Tenner
on the outside to take the lead.
At that point, Tenner lost momentum and fell back
as Schendel took the second position and Nelson
stayed in third.
It appeared as though Kirchner easily had the win
with eight laps left. He was six car lengths ahead of
second place Schendel. But, on the last lap Todd
Oliver spun on the front stretch, turning the race
into a one lap shootout.
Kirchner took the inside on the double-file restart
and Schendel the outside. When they took the
green flag for the final lap Kirchner was able to jump
out in front of Schendel to capture the checkered
flag. Schendel finished second and Tim Nelson
third, his best finish of the season.
Greg Scheck won the North Country Contractors
Sportsmen feature in the last turn of the last lap.
Scheck took the lead from Jake Arneson early in the
final lap. As the two came out of turn three Arneson got
loose as he tried to recapture the lead. He slid through turn
four like a dirt track racer and managed to hold on for a
third place finish. Dan Gilster was
able to get around
Arneson for the second
position.
Andy Moore came from
the back of the pack to
win the United Auto
Supply Thunderstox
feature race. Nathan
White led most of the race
until Jack Litsheim spun
with six laps to go. Moore

took advantage of the caution and jumped to the lead on
the restart for the win. White finished second and Rusty
Winchel third.
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SKYLAR HOLZHAUSEN GOES HOME $10,000 RICHER IN THE ASAMT GRANDSTAY
SUMMER CLASH AT ELKO SPEEDWAY
By Kari Shear-Carlson
Rookie of the Year contender, Skylar Holzhausen won the
American Speed Association® Kwik Trip Midwest Tour
presented by ECHO Outdoor Power Equipment and
GrandStay Hospitality, GrandStay Summer Clash 250 and
$10,000 tonight at Elko Speedway.
The race consisted of two 125-lap segments. Current point
leader, Andrew Morrissey led from the drop of the green
flag to until lap 205, when Holzhausen powered by him after
the two encountered lapped traffic. Even though Morrissey
was clicking off the fastest laps of the night, they just were
not fast enough to catch the rookie.
An emotional Holzhausen said, “Man, I just have the thank
the good Lord for all he has done for me this weekend. This
is awesome. The car was great.” As his mom came into
victory lane the two shared the emotional victory. Skylar’s
dad Steve was also racing in tonight’s event.
Andrew Morrissey dominated the first segment of
tonight’s race. By the time the caution flew for the break,
Holzhausen had moved in on him and the two were nose to
tail. Steve Carlson was strong in the beginning of the

racing giving Morrissey a challenge, but Andrew was just
too strong.
Local drivers, Nick Murgic, Jonathan Eilen, Jacob Goede,
Donny Reuvers and Dan Fredrickson were all showing their
experience at the track running in the top ten and racing
side-by-side. Reuvers had some problems during the first
segment and was on and off the track.

Fredrickson came back from what seemed to be an average
night. Dan got sideways at one point and he and Carlson
got together, but the two held it together and it stayed
green.

Jonathan Eilen was on the hunt during the first segment
and looked like he was going to be a contender for the win.
Unfortunately after the half-way break, he drifted to the
back. Another driver who came out of nowhere tonight was
Nathan Haseleu. Haseleu showed up in the top five as the
laps began to wind down in the first 125 laps. Haseleu
finished third.
With 75 laps to go in the event, the top four were nose to
tail as Steve Carlson watched it all play out in fifth. A
caution flew with 25 laps to go. With the double-file restart
rule, Holzhausen chose the inside line all by himself.
Morrissey went to the outside to try to regain the lead
while Haseleu was on the inside.
Skylar got a great restart. Haseleu had to check up a little
bit and settled in behind Morrissey for third. Dan

Home-state drivers Donny Reuvers, Jonathan Eilen and Jacob Goede ran well during the Summer Clash 250 at Elko

Doug Hornickel photo

Doug Hornickel photo

Elko Dirt Nationals
from page 14
In the IRA 410 sprints, Scott Biertzer followed up
his Heat win, with a wire to wire performance in the
25 lap main to earn the win. More information is
available at www.irasprints.com.
Topping off the action were the UMSS 360 Sprints
and Glencoe’s Chris Graf made a bold pass of
Forest Lake’s Jerry Richert, Jr. on lap 17 of 20, using
lapped traffic to earn his 3rd UMSS feature win of
2011.
Tim Brockhouse picked up a win in the Legends
main event during the Dirt Nationals

Martin DeFries photo
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The Midwest Racing Connection Directory Page

952-461-3300

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668

Come to Krome’s;
where it’s happy
hour all day,
every day

163 Leonard Street South
608-786-3323

20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

Appleton, WI

920-739-1550

www.gotomn.com

www.northernracingproducts.com

Follow us on facebook. Just search for The Midwest Racing Connection
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AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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